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Abstract

Study Design: A network meta-analysis.

Objectives: Lumbar degenerative disc disease (LDDD) is an important issue in aging population, for which lumbar interbody
fusion (LIF) is a feasible management in cases refractory to conservative therapy. There are various techniques available to
perform LIF, including posterior (PLIF), transforaminal (TLIF), and anterior (ALIF) approaches. However, the comparative safety
profile of these procedures remains controversial. Our study aimed to evaluate comparative adverse events of the LIF procedures
in patients with LDDD.

Methods: We searched 5 databases for relevant prospective cohort studies and randomized clinical trials. After quality
assessments, we extracted neural, spinal, vascular, and wound events for conducting contrast-based network meta-analysis.
Results were reported in risk ratio (RR), 95% confidence interval (CI), and surface under the cumulative ranking (SUCRA).

Results: We identified 14 studies involving 921 participants with LDDD. Pooled result showed that open PLIF (OPLIF) leads to
significantly higher overall adverse event rate than does open TLIF (OTLIF; RR¼ 3.43, 95% CI¼ 1.21-9.73). OTLIF confers the highest
SUCRA in neural (78.7) and spinal (80.8) event rates. Minimally invasive TLIF has the highest SUCRA in vascular event (84.2), and
minimally invasive PLIF has the highest SUCRA in wound event (88.1). No inconsistency or publication bias was detected in the results.

Conclusions: Based on our results, perhaps OPLIF should be avoided in the management of LDDD due to the inferiority of
overall complications. Specifically, TLIF seems to have the safest profile in terms of neural, spinal, and vascular events. Never-
theless, shared decision making is still mandatory when choosing the proper LIF procedure for patients with LDDD in clinical
practice.
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Introduction

Lumbar degenerative disc disease (LDDD), which is an

important issue in the elderly, is the most common causes

of low back pain (LBP) in the global trend of aging popula-

tion.1 In clinical practice, LBP is a very common complaint

with respect to pain and disability among patients aged 65 or

older, who are also the second most common age group to

seek medical attention for LBP.2-5 For instance, LBP was

one of the most commonly reported symptoms among 5201

participants leading to difficulties doing 17 activities on a

daily basis.6
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LDDD is an irreversible and multifactorial process of wear

and tear in the lumbar disk architecture and integrity.7,8 Several

factors, including, and not exclusive to, age, genetics, gender,

obesity, physical activity, occupations (repetitive lifting or

vibration), have been proposed to alter the natural course of

disk, leading to the LDDD.7,8 LDDD is a spectrum of diseases,

which may present as disc herniation, spondylosis, spondylo-

lysis, spondylolisthesis, spinal stenosis, facet joint arthropathy,

or their combination.9

In clinical practice, lumbar interbody fusion (LIF) is not

only a popular operation but also a feasible treatment option

for patients with LDDD who fail to respond to conservative

therapy.10 The procedures were also implemented to treat other

spinal disorders, including spondylolisthesis, scoliosis, severe

disc degeneration, trauma, infection, and spinal fractures.11,12

These procedures can be conducted through several

approaches, including anterior lumbar interbody fusion

(ALIF), posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF), and trans-

foraminal lumbar interbody fusion (TLIF). Moreover, these

LIF procedures can be executed in traditional open and mini-

mally invasive approach (MIS). Although our previous study

had delved into the comparative effectiveness of these LIF

procedures for LDDD and revealed the superiority of MIS-

PLIF in terms of pain relief and function improvement,13 the

results were insufficient to provide definite guidance for spine

surgeons due to inadequate comparison of safety profile among

these techniques. Having further knowledge of comparative

adverse events among these approaches can help surgeons have

better insight into surgical planning and decisions making.

Although previous studies have evaluated the safety of differ-

ent surgical techniques, it still remains controversial owing to

limited evidence to support one is better than the other. There-

fore, we would like to update evidence for safety among the

LIF procedures among patients with LDDD.

Methods

This study is a prospective systematic review with network

meta-analysis and was registered on the online platform PROS-

PERO (CRD42018094237). The methodology and reporting

structure of this study follows the Preferred Reporting Items

for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines.

Eligibility Criteria and Evidence Selection

Before we executed this systematic review, we followed pre-

vious work to define eligibility criteria for evidence selection

and designed the relatively objective method for the selection

process.13 The eligibility criteria were related to specific pop-

ulation, intervention, and study design. The criteria for popu-

lation were the patients with only degenerative disc disease.

For the criteria of intervention, the treatments should be open

TLIF (OTLIF), MIS-TLIF, open PLIF (OPLIF), MIS-PLIF, or

ALIF. The criteria for study design were randomized clinical

trial (RCT) or prospective cohort study. According to these

criteria, 2 authors (KYC and YKK) screened the title and

abstract for eligibility. Then, they retrieved the full texts for

the further review. A third author (YNK) made a final judge-

ment for disagreement between the 2 authors during the evi-

dence selection process.

Data Source and Search Strategy

After the eligibility criteria and the evidence selection process

were defined, we searched the Cochrane library database

(including Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials),

EMBASE, Ovid MEDLINE, PubMed (including MEDLINE),

and Web of Science for the prospective studies and RCTs

comparing the safety of LIF procedures in patient with LDDD,

from inception to February 6, 2020 (Supplementary File 1),

encompassing all languages. The comprehensive search

involved relevant terms of degenerative disc disease, OTLIF,

MIS-TLIF, OPLIF, MIS-PLIF, and ALIF. The synonyms were

combined using Boolean operator “OR,” and the different con-

cepts were combined by Boolean operator “AND.” In this

study, we further screened relevant reference list for potential

evidence.

Data Extraction and Quality Assessment

Two authors (YKK and EYL) independently extracted study

information and outcome data. The trial information

included publication year, study region, study design, treat-

ments, age, and sex (female rate). The outcomes data was

overall adverse event, neural event, spinal event, vascular

event, and wound event. All the outcomes were binary data.

If original reports used percentage, we converted to events

according to sample size.

Two authors (KYC and YKK) also reviewed studies and

assessed quality of eligible studies. Following previous synth-

esis, our quality assessment applied the Cochrane Risk of Bias

Tool (RoB) for assessing bias in randomized clinical trials and

Risk of Bias in Non-randomized Studies–Interventions

(ROBINS-I) tool for nonrandomized prospective studies. We

used the RoB to check randomized allocation generation, ran-

domized allocation concealment, blinding of participants and

personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete out-

come data, selective report, and other source of bias. To assess

nonrandomized prospective studies, we checked representative

ness of the exposed cohort, selection of the nonexposed cohort,

ascertainment of exposure, demonstration that outcome of

interest was not present at start of study, comparability, assess-

ment of outcome, was follow-up long enough for outcomes to

occur, and adequacy of follow-up of cohorts according to the

NOS. Any discrepancy on quality assessment was resolved by

reaching a consensus with the other author (YNK).

Data Synthesis and Analysis

We synthesized quantitative data through contrast-based net-

work meta-analysis in random-effects model. Because our out-

comes were dichotomous data, we used events and sample size
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for pooled analysis in consistency model. Results were reported

as risk ratio (RR) with 95% confidence interval (CI). We also

applied surface under the cumulative ranking (SUCRA) to

clarify risk probability among OTLIF, MIS-TLIF, OPLIF,

MIS-PLIF, and ALIF. SUCRA is a numeric and graphical pre-

sentation of overall ranking among treatment groups. It trans-

forms cumulative probabilities of each treatment into a single

value between 0 and 1, with the higher value referring to the

higher probability to be an effective treatment.14 Furthermore,

we made a SUCRA cluster plot of overall adverse event, neural

event, spinal event, vascular event, and wound event. We fur-

ther analyzed the pooled quality by detecting inconsistency and

small study bias in consistency model. Detection of inconsis-

tency relied on Lu-Ades’ loop inconsistency test. About detec-

tion of small study bias in our network meta-analysis, we used

adjusted funnel plot and Egger’s regression intercept. Determi-

nation of statistical significance in these analyses followed

common threshold (P < .05). We conducted the analyses in

STATA version 14 for Microsoft Windows.

Results

We identified 2224 references from the Cochrane library,

Embase, Ovid Medline, PubMed, and Web of Science. More-

over, we followed reference lists of relevant syntheses and

found one more reference. After title and abstract screening,

we excluded duplicates (n ¼ 817) and irrelevant references (n

¼ 1375), and retrieved 32 full texts for further review. Finally,

7 randomized clinical trials and 7 prospective cohort studies

met our eligibility criteria, and we included all of them in our

synthesis. Figure 1 shows evidence selection flowchart.

Characteristics and Quality of Included Studies

Our study involves 14 studies: 7 randomized clinical trials and

7 prospective cohort studies from America (n¼ 3),15-17 Asia (n

¼ 7),18-24 and Europe (n ¼ 4).25-28 These studies recruited 921

patients with LDDD in OTLIF (n¼ 176), MIS-TLIF (n¼ 298),

OPLIF (n ¼ 122), MIS-PLIF (n ¼ 60), and ALIF (n ¼ 55)

during the period from 1996 to 2014. Nearly half of cases were

females (n ¼ 437; 47.45%). Available information showed

mean age in each study was from 33.62 years to 67.5 years.

Relevant information is presented in Table 1, and quality of the

included studies is shown in Supplementary File 2.

Overall Adverse Event

A total of 12 studies contributed to network meta-analysis of

overall adverse event (Figure 2; Supplementary File 3).15-23,26-

28 Pooled estimate showed that with OTLIF as the reference,

there was no significant difference in overall adverse event rate

compared to ALIF (RR 1.78, 95% CI 0.73 to 4.34), MIS-TLIF

(RR 1.37, 95% CI 0.64 to 2.94), and MIS-PLIF (RR 1.57, 95%
CI 0.27 to 9.00). Notably, OPLIF leads to significantly higher

adverse event rate than OTLIF (RR 3.43, 95% CI 1.21 to 9.73).

In SUCRA, OTLIF had the highest value of safety (mean rank

¼ 1.6; SUCRA ¼ 84.4) followed by MIS-TLIF (mean rank ¼
2.6; SUCRA ¼ 59.5), MIS-PLIF (mean rank ¼ 2.9; SUCRA ¼
53.4), ALIF (mean rank ¼ 3.3; SUCRA ¼ 43.5), and OPLIF

(mean rank¼ 4.6; SUCRA¼ 9.1; Supplementary File 4). Loop

inconsistency test did not show inconsistency in the network

model of overall adverse event (w2 ¼ 1.64; P ¼ .44; Supple-

mentary File 5), and no evidence demonstrated small study

effects in the pooled estimate of overall adverse event (t ¼
�0.27, 95% CI �1.22 to 0.95; Supplementary File 6).

Neural Event

Seven of the included studies reported data on neural event among

the 5 LIF procedures (Figure 3A).15,16,18,20,21,26,29 Pooled result of

neural event rate indicated that no significant difference was

noted among the comparisons of OTLIF, ALIF, MIS-TLIF,

OPLIF, and MIS-PLIF though ALIF (RR 2.09, 95% CI 0.34 to

13.00), MIS-TLIF (RR 3.51, 95% CI 0.18 to 70.19), OPLIF (RR

3.10, 95% CI 0.28 to 34.57), and MIS-PLIF (RR 2.87, 95% CI

0.14 to 58.71) seemed to have higher neural event rate than does

OTLIF (Table 2). Similar trend could be observed in SUCRA.

OTLIF had the highest SUCRA value and mean rank of safety

(mean rank¼ 1.9; SUCRA¼ 78.7), but mean ranks of the other 4

LIF procedures were very close to each other (Figure 4; Supple-

mentary File 7). About quality of this pooled estimate, loop incon-

sistency test showed no significant difference in the network

meta-analysis of neural event rate (w2 ¼ 0.00; P ¼ .97; Supple-

mentary File 8), and Egger’s test demonstrated no significant

small study effects in the pooled estimate of neural event rate (t

¼ �0.75, 95% CI�4.33 to 2.37; Supplementary File 9).

Spinal Event

There were 8 studies reported data on spinal event from 4 LIF

procedures (OTLIF, ALIF, MIS-TLIF, and OPLIF).15-19,23,26,28

Network meta-analysis showed that the difference in spinal

events was little among OTLIF, ALIF, MIS-TLIF, and OPLIF

(Figure 3B). However, ALIF (RR 1.12, 95% CI 0.31 to 4.03),

MIS-TLIF (RR 2.39, 95% CI 0.73 to 7.84), and OPLIF (RR

2.67, 95% CI 0.74 to 9.67) had higher point estimates when

they were compared with OTLIF (Table 2). SUCRA provided

similar trend. OTLIF had the highest SUCRA value and mean

rank of safety (mean rank ¼ 1.6; SUCRA ¼ 80.8) followed by

ALIF (mean rank ¼ 1.9; SUCRA ¼ 69.9), MIS-TLIF (mean

rank ¼ 3.2; SUCRA ¼ 27.2), and OPLIF (mean rank ¼ 3.3;

SUCRA ¼ 22.1; Supplementary File 10). Loop inconsistency

test did not detect significant inconsistency in the network

meta-analysis of spinal event rate (w2 ¼ 0.77; P ¼ .68; Sup-

plementary File 11), and Egger’s test detected no significant

small study effects in the pooled estimate of spinal event rate (t

¼ �0.78, 95% CI �2.36 to 1.23; Supplementary File 12).

Vascular Event

A total of 4 studies presented available data on vascular event

in OTLIF, ALIF, MIS-TLIF, and OPLIF.15,18,19,26 Pooled
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estimate demonstrated no significant finding of vascular event

rate among OTLIF, ALIF, MIS-TLIF, and OPLIF (Figure 3C;

Table 2). Yet MIS-TLIF seems to cause lower vascular event

rate than OTLIF (RR 0.31, 95% CI 0.01 to 7.40), ALIF (RR

0.07, 95% CI 0.00 to 3.00), and OPLIF (RR 0.10, 95% CI 0.00

to 8.58). In SUCRA, MIS-TLIF had the highest SUCRA value

and mean rank of safety (mean rank ¼ 1.5; SUCRA ¼ 84.2)

followed by OTLIF (mean rank ¼ 2.1; SUCRA ¼ 64), OPLIF

(mean rank ¼ 3.0; SUCRA ¼ 32.5), and ALIF (mean rank ¼
3.4; SUCRA ¼ 19.4; Supplementary File 13). No significant

inconsistency was detected by loop inconsistency test in the

network meta-analysis of vascular event rate (w2 ¼ 0.52; P ¼
.74; Supplementary File 14), and no significant small study

effects was detected by Egger’s test in the pooled estimate of

vascular event rate (t ¼ �1.89, 95% CI �13.29 to 5.40; Sup-

plementary File 15).

Wound Event

There were 9 studies that reported data on wound event among

OTLIF, ALIF, MIS-TLIF, OPLIF, and MIS-PLIF

(Figure 3D).15-19,22,23,26,27 Pooled result showed that no signifi-

cant difference in wound event rate among the 5 LIF procedures

though MIS-PLIF seems to result in lower wound event rate than

OTLIF (RR 0.15, 95% CI 0.00 to 4.65), ALIF (RR 0.11, 95% CI

0.00 to 4.20), MIS-TLIF (RR 0.16, 95% CI 0.01 to 4.64), and

OPLIF (RR 0.10, 95% CI 0.00 to 1.99; Table 2). Similar trend

could be observed in SUCRA. MIS-PLIF had the highest

SUCRA value and mean rank of safety (mean rank ¼ 1.5;

SUCRA ¼ 88.1), but mean ranks of the other 4 LIF procedures

were very close to each other (Figure 4; Supplementary File 16).

Loop inconsistency test showed no significant result in the net-

work meta-analysis of wound event rate (w2 ¼ 0.43; P ¼ .81;

Figure 1. Flowchart of this systematic review with network meta-analysis of prospective studies. RCTs, randomized clinical trials.
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Supplementary File 17), and Egger’s test demonstrated no sig-

nificant small study effects in the pooled estimate of neural event

rate (t¼ �2.08, 95% CI�3.49 to 0.22; Supplementary File 18).

Discussion

Key Findings

To examine the comparative safety profile of MIS-TLIF, MIS-

PLIF, OTLIF, OPLIF, and ALIF in patients with LDDD, we

successfully synthesized 7 prospective cohort studies and 7

randomized clinical trials involving 921 participants to com-

pare safety of the 5 LIF procedures for LDDD. The main find-

ing of the present network meta-analysis is that OTLIF

demonstrated the lowest rates of overall complications (includ-

ing neurological, spinal, vascular, and wound events), com-

parted to other LIF procedures (Figure 2).

According to our network meta-analysis, the complications

rate of OPLIF is significantly higher than that of OTLIF (RR

4.06; 95% CI 1.25 to 13.18). In addition, compared to MIS-

TLIF, MIS-PLIF, and ALIF, OPLIF still demonstrates higher

tendency of complications in spite of statistical insignificance.

It came as no surprise because OPLIF had been reported to bear

many complications, inclusive of nerve root injury, dural tear,

and epidural adhesions,30,31 which are compatible with the fact

that OPLIF also serves the highest rate of neurological events,

including foot-drop, affections of left sympathetic plexus, and

of spinal events in our further analysis. Because there is fewer

retraction of the dura in TLIF technique from its lateral

approach to the vertebral foramen, TLIF approach causes the

least neurological events. Our meta-analysis and previous stud-

ies constantly support the theory.32,33

For the vascular events, including nonfatal pulmonary

embolus, stroke, deep vein thrombosis, injury of the iliac vein,

and postoperative hematoma, MIS-TLIF has the least chance to

cause the complications compared to OPLIF; although it is not

statistically different, such high RR of 10.28 deserves attention

from clinical practitioners. Interestingly, this finding is consis-

tent with our previous study showing that the operative time of

MIS-TLIF is significantly longer than OPLIF (57.48 minutes;

95% CI 4.18 to 110.79), which reflects the fact that longer

operation is directly related to an increased risk of thromboem-

bolism.34 Moreover, ALIF is notorious for its vascular events

due to its retroperitoneal approach to access the anterior

spine with high probability to result in visceral and vascular

Table 1. Characteristics of the Included Prospective Studies.

Study Area Design Procedure Female/total Mean age

Cheng et al, 2017 Asia PCS Open PLIF, Open TLIF 46/83 (55.42%) 59.12
Crandall et al, 2009 America PCS Open TLIF, ALIF 35/40 (87.50%) 67.5
Fen et al, 2010 Asia PCS Open TLIF, MIS-TLIF 30/62 (48.39%) 51.6
Hartwig et al, 2010 Europe RCT Open PLIF, MIS-TLIF, ALIF Total: 75 NR
Hoff et al, 2016 Europe RCT Open TLIF, ALIF 26/62 (41.94%) 5
Kim et al, 2018 Asia RCT Open PLIF, MIS-PLIF 37/78 (47.43%) 65.72
Klara et al, 2003 America PCS Open PLIF, ALIF 17/32 (53.13%) 48.44
Kulkarni et al, 2016 Asia PCS Open TLIF, MIS-TLIF 40/61 (65.57%) 51.08
Lee et al, 2017 Asia PCS Open PLIF, MIS-PLIF 47/89 (52.81%) 54.91
Lin et al, 2012 Asia RCT Open PLIF, MIS-TLIF 35/102 (34.31%) 51.52
Parker et al, 2014 America PCS Open TLIF, MIS-TLIF 66/100 (66.00%) 53.05
Putzier et al, 2016 Europe RCT Open PLIF MIS-TLIF 27/47 (57.45%) 62.83
Rodrı́guez-Vela et al, 2013 Europe RCT Open TLIF, MIS-TLIF 14/41 (34.15%) 42.46
Xue et al, 2013 Asia RCT Open PLIF, MIS-TLIF 17/49 (34.69%) 33.62

Abbreviations: ALIF, anterior lumbar interbody fusion; MIS-PLIF, minimally invasive posterior lumbar interbody fusion; MIS-TLIF, minimally invasive transforaminal
lumbar interbody fusion; PLIF, posterior lumbar interbody fusion; TLIF, transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion; PC, prospective cohort; RCT, randomized
controlled trial.

Figure 2. Network geometry of consistency model of overall adverse
event. ALIF, anterior lumbar interbody fusion; CI, confidence interval;
MIS-PLIF, minimally invasive posterior lumbar interbody fusion; MIS-
TLIF, minimally invasive transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion;
OPLIF, open posterior lumbar interbody fusion; OTLIF, open trans-
foraminal lumbar interbody fusion; RR, risk ratio.
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injury,35-37 and it explains our finding that ALIF is the poorest

approach with regard to vascular events.

In terms of wound events, defined as prolonged wound

secretion, fat liquefaction of postsurgical incision, superficial

and deep wound infection, MIS-PLIF contributes to better out-

comes, followed by OTLIF, MIS-TLIF, ALIF, and OPLIF,

though there is no statistically significant distinction among

the comparisons. There is no astonishment that OPLIF has the

greatest wound events owing to its approach involving dissec-

tion of the paraspinal muscle for the access to the posterior

column of the vertebral body,12,38 which may prolong the

wound recovery for its iatrogenic injury. On the other hand,

both TLIF and ALIF diminish direct dissection of paraspinal

muscles with its unilateral and anterior access, respectively.36

However, our results present a bizarre phenomenon that OTLIF

has lower wound events than MIS-TLIF does and it could

probably be attributed to relatively lower proficiency and expe-

rience of minimal invasive approach by surgeons compared to

open approach since the OTLIF was first introduced in 1982 by

Harms and Jeszenszky,39,40 which is way more earlier than

MIS-TLIF was. For the same reason, PLIF is a traditional

approach first described by doctor Cloward in 1953,41 and most

spinal surgeons are well trained and much more familiar with

this procedure, which could probably explain why MIS-PLIF

has the best result. Nevertheless, we believe that as time goes

by, with the increased volume of minimal invasive approach,

MIS-TLIF will further decrease the wound events and may

have the chance to surpass the OTLIF and MIS-PLIF.

Comparison With Previous Syntheses

This is the first network meta-analysis on comparative safety

profile of PLIF, TLIF, and ALIF in patients with LDDD, yet

our evidence is not the first synthesis in this field. Although

some syntheses also investigated safety of LIF procedures

before our study,32,33,42-44 few of them focused on LDDD.32

Pooling data from various populations usually leads to inap-

propriate estimate. For instance, one of them identified 29

studies for comparing efficacy and safety among ALIF, PLIF,

TLIF, and lateral LIF,44 and it concluded that complication

rates were similar between each 2 LIF procedures. However,

the conclusion was based on highly heterogeneous results, and,

for instance, I2 in pooled complication rate between ALIF and

PLIF reached 83.3%. This may be associated with the fact that

the synthesis did not separate MIS surgery from open surgery

and they involved diverse demographics of patients with not

Figure 3. Network geometry of consistency model of (A) neural event, (B) spinal event, (C) vascular event, and (D) wound event. ALIF, anterior
lumbar interbody fusion; MIS-PLIF, minimally invasive posterior lumbar interbody fusion; MIS-TLIF, minimally invasive transforaminal lumbar
interbody fusion; OPLIF, open posterior lumbar interbody fusion; OTLIF, open transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion.
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only LDDD but also with post discectomy syndrome, spondy-

losis, stenosis, and spinal deformity. Furthermore, they only

pooled data from the four LIF procedures in head-to-head

meta-analysis.

Another synthesis appropriately specified population and

comparators.32 It focused on the efficacy and safety of PLIF

and TLIF on LDDD. Moreover, the meta-analysis clarified

complications including nerve injury, wound infection, and

graft malposition. Its conclusion mentioned that TLIF was

superior to PLIF with lower incidence of complication (nerve

root injury and dural tear). Unfortunately, the pooled result of

overall complication was heterogeneous (I2 ¼ 40%; P ¼ .05).

As in the meta-analysis of 2017 we mentioned above, this

synthesis also simply pooled data without considering MIS and

open surgery. In addition, the study admitted that its evidence

may be limited because of data source. Using retrospective

observational studies in meta-analysis possibly lead to impre-

cise estimate. Taken together, we designed our study to over-

come potential bias from diverse population, mixed

interventions (MIS and open surgery), and inadequate analysis.

Our systematic review specified population with LDDD and

clarified MIS surgery from open surgery. Then, our team mem-

ber constructed 5-arm (ALIF, OTLIF, MIS-TLIF, OPLIF, and

MIS-PLIF) consistency model for providing an overview of

safety of common LIF procedures on LDDD.

Limitation

Our study has 2 main limitations though we tried to overcome

some problems in previous syntheses. First, because our study

Table 2. Summary of Further Network Meta-Analysis for Total Number of Infectious Patients.

Procedure

Model

Effect size

I2

Inconsistency Publication bias

Arm 1 Arm 2 RR 95% CI w2 P t P

Neurol event 0.00 .97 �0.75 .49
ALIF OTLIF Consistency 2.09 0.34 to 13.00 0%
MTLIF OTLIF Consistency 3.51 0.18 to 70.19 N/A
OPLIF OTLIF Consistency 3.10 0.28 to 34.57 N/A
MPLIF OTLIF AIC 2.87 0.14 to 58.71 N/A
MTLIF ALIF AIC 1.68 0.05 to 56.71 N/A
OPLIF ALIF Consistency 1.49 0.13 to 16.36 N/A
MPLIF ALIF AIC 1.37 0.07 to 27.86 N/A
OPLIF MTLIF AIC 0.88 0.02 to 41.27 N/A
MPLIF MTLIF AIC 0.82 0.01 to 57.35 N/A
MPLIF OPLIF Consistency 0.92 0.15 to 5.69 0%
Spinal event 0.77 .68 �0.78 .47
ALIF OTLIF Consistency 1.12 0.31 to 4.03 43.7%
MTLIF OTLIF Consistency 2.39 0.73 to 7.84 0%
OPLIF OTLIF Consistency 2.67 0.74 to 9.67 N/A
MTLIF ALIF AIC 2.14 0.38 to 11.96 N/A
OPLIF ALIF Consistency 2.39 0.47 to 12.21 N/A
OPLIF MTLIF Consistency 1.12 0.22 to 5.63 N/A
Vascular event 0.52 .47 �1.82 .21
ALIF OTLIF Consistency 4.75 0.56 to 40.31 0%
MTLIF OTLIF Consistency 0.31 0.01 to 7.40 N/A
OPLIF OTLIF Consistency 3.22 0.13 to 76.82 N/A
MTLIF ALIF AIC 0.07 0.00 to 3.00 N/A
OPLIF ALIF AIC 0.68 0.01 to 31.05 N/A
OPLIF MTLIF AIC 10.28 0.12 to 906.80 N/A
Wound event 0.43 .81 �2.08 .76
ALIF OTLIF Consistency 1.39 0.27 to 7.10 51.3%
MTLIF OTLIF Consistency 0.92 0.24 to 3.52 17.7%
OPLIF OTLIF Consistency 1.49 0.27 to 8.26 N/A
MPLIF OTLIF AIC 0.15 0.00 to 4.56 N/A
MTLIF ALIF AIC 0.66 0.09 to 4.92 N/A
OPLIF ALIF Consistency 1.07 0.13 to 9.07 N/A
MPLIF ALIF AIC 0.11 0.00 to 4.20 N/A
OPLIF MTLIF Consistency 1.62 0.35 to 7.46 0%
MPLIF MTLIF AIC 0.16 0.01 to 4.64 N/A
MPLIF OPLIF Consistency 0.10 0.00 to 1.99 N/A

Abbreviations: AIC, adjusted indirect comparison; ALIF, anterior lumbar interbody fusion; CI, confidence interval; MPLIF, minimally invasive posterior lumbar
interbody fusion; MTLIF, minimally invasive transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion; N/A, not applicable; OPLIF, open posterior lumbar interbody fusion; OTLIF,
open transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion; RR, risk ratio.
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would like to avoid inherent biases from retrospective studies,

we only synthesized 14 studies with 921 cases. This sample

size may lead to pooled estimates under power. In fact, we have

expanded our literature by searching Web of Science in this

update systematic review. Second, surgeon experience is very

important in this topic, especially in clinical practice, but we

did not find enough information in the included studies. We

anticipate that future studies on this topic provide sufficient

information about surgical team.

Conclusions

Our evidence reveals that perhaps OPLIF should be avoided in

the management of LDDD because it confers significantly

Figure 4. Ranking probability of (A) overall adverse event, (B) neural event, (C) spinal event, (D) vascular event, and (E) wound event. ALIF,
anterior lumbar interbody fusion; MIS-PLIF, minimally invasive posterior lumbar interbody fusion; MIS-TLIF, minimally invasive transforaminal
lumbar interbody fusion; OPLIF, open posterior lumbar interbody fusion; OTLIF, open transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion.
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higher overall adverse event rate. Moreover, TLIF seems to

have the safest profile in terms of neural, spinal events, and

vascular evens. Nevertheless, our previous work found that

MIS-PLIF and OPLIF may have better outcomes in terms of

pain relief and Oswestry Disability Index.13 Therefore, shared

decision making may be an appropriate approach to choose LIF

procedure for LDDD before surgery. Our evidence only

focuses on the most common LIF procedures, and we anticipate

further studies taking lateral LIF, extreme lateral LIF, and

oblique LIF into analysis though these LIF procedures are not

popular in clinical practice now. A comprehensive comparison

of LIF procedures will improve decision of LIF surgery.
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